Abstract. This paper is an overview of the Object Management Group effort to develop a standard Ontology Development Metamodel using the OMG's MetaObject Facility. The ODM includes metamodels for the W3C RDF/OWL representation language, the ISO Topic Maps system, and the ISO Common Logic, together with UML Profiles for RDF/OWL and Topic Maps, and mappings between each of the systems and OWL Full. The ODM is developed in a way that makes it easy to develop and publish third-party extensions for particular kinds of applications.
Introduction
The Object Management Group (OMG) is a consortium which develops standards for various aspects of software engineering which are widely used in industry, including UML (Unified Modelling Language). With the advent of the semantic web movement [1] and the consequent development of ontology modeling languages like OWL by the World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the development of ontologies has become mainstream. Consequently, in 2003 the OMG issued a Request for Proposal for an Ontology Development Metamodel, for a Meta-Object Facility (MOF-2) metamodel intended to support • Development of ontologies using UML modeling tools 1 The work reported in this paper has been funded in part by the Co-operative Centre for Enterprise Distributed Systems Technology (DSTC) through the Australian Federal Government's CRC Programme (Department of Education, Science and Training), and funded in part through the United States Government Defense Advanced Research Program Office's DAML program.
• Implementation of ontologies in the W3C Web Ontology language OWL
• Forward and reverse engineering for ontologies
The four organizations which the authors represent (DSTC, Gentleware/AT&T, IBM, Sandpiper Software) made preliminary submissions in August, 2003. They have since joined together to develop a Final Submission, presently scheduled for completion in mid 2006. A preliminary distribution of work in progress was made in August, 2004 [8] . Several revisions have been published within the OMG community since, and comments solicited not only from the OMG but from the W3C and ISO communities as well. The latest revision of the specification is available at <http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?ad/05-09-08>. This paper first argues for a MOF-based metamodel, and why UML is not a universally suitable metamodel for ontology development. It then describes the main features of the ODM, which supports several different ontology representation systems: RDFS/OWL, Common Logic, Topic Maps, as well as UML. These different metamodels are tied together by UML profiles and mapping, some aspects of which are described. Finally, there are many more specific requirements for ontology modelling facilities for particular broad classes of application. The MOF has a modular structure which makes it a straightforward process for third parties to develop and publish plugins which extend and enhance the standard. A few examples illustrate the possibilities.
Why a MOF ontology metamodel?
There are actually three questions packed into this one.
• Why have a metamodel at all?
• Why have a MOF metamodel?
• Why a MOF metamodel other than UML?
Why a metamodel?
In order for an ontology to be used in a computing application, it must be represented as some sort of computer-readable data structure. In OMG terminology an ontology is an example of a data model. The syntactic rules for representing this data structure are called a metamodel. So in order to develop an ontology at all, there needs to be a metamodel for it.
A programming language is a sort of metamodel. In the early days of programming languages, each programming language was developed in idiosyncratic fashion (eg FORTRAN and COBOL), but it soon became clear that it was better to develop programming languages with uniform types of formation rules. Backus-Naur Form (BNF) was developed for this purpose, and most programming languages today are developed in BNF or one of its derivatives. BNF is an example of a metametamodel, that is a metamodel for developing metamodels.
An important distinction in this space is that between abstract and concrete syntax. Originally, metamodels were used to specify the syntax of programming languages. A BNF specification of Pascal could be used to develop a compiler which could be used to parse all and only Pascal programs. However, it turns out to be useful for some languages to have several quite different but formally equivalent representations, sometimes called syntactic sugar. SQL is a good example, with formally equivalent relational algebra, tuple relational calculus, QBE, structured natural language and embedded syntaxes. So it has become common for a language designer to choose one representation for publication of the language specification, but to recognize that an implementation might have a very different representation. The formal structure is called abstract syntax and the representations concrete syntaxes.
Standard metametamodels are an advantage because every metamodel exists in a software environment tailored to fit it. A programming language needs a compiler, for example. If the programming language (metamodel) is expressed in a standard metametamodel, much of the effort needed to develop the software environment can be re-used. If a programming language is represented in BNF, a compiler can be created easily using a compiler-compiler like YACC.
So a computer realization of an ontology requires a metamodel, and if the metamodel is expressed in a widely-used metametamodel there is scope for its supporting software to be created by configuring a standard set of tools based on that metametamodel.
Note, by the way, that a metametamodel is itself a metamodel (for expressing metamodels). So it is quite common for the formation rules of the metametamodel to be expressed in itself. The formation rules for BNF are themselves expressed in BNF.
There is typically not an infinite regress of meta… models.
Why MOF?
The OMG has developed many metamodels for various purposes, including CORBA for interoperating systems and the Unified Modelling Language (UML) for the design of computer systems. All OMG metamodels are developed in the metametamodel Meta-Object Facility (MOF), which is a subset of the UML class metamodel. MOF is expressed in itself. A fragment of the MOF is shown in the MOF diagram of Figure 1 . The diagram has five instances of the MOF class Class (Class, association, type, classifier and property), five instances of the MOF class Association (ownedAttribute, type, memberEnd, ownedEnd and generalization), and three instances of the MOF association generalization (Type is a generalization of Classifier, Classifier is a generalization of Class and Association), and so on.
MOF is a metametamodel with roughly the expressive power of BNF. More expressive constraints can be expressed with the textual constraint language Object Constraint Language (OCL, which is itself modelled in the MOF) [14] . There are many software tools based on the MOF, including Rational Rose, a tool for editing and visualizing models in UML and hence MOF; an XML serialization called XML Metadata Interchange (XMI); and a variety of tools based on the integrated development environment Eclipse
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, including facilities to generate Java application program interfaces. What differentiates MOF from other metametamodels, though, is the visual syntax used as a concrete syntax in representing the abstract syntax of the system to be modelled. Part of the specification of the MOF is a set of rendering conventions, so that instances of the MOF class Class are rendered as rectangles, instances of the MOF class Association are rendered as lines connecting the ownedEnd and memberEnd, and instances of the MOF association generalization are rendered with arrows, all as shown in Figure 1 .
So a MOF-based metamodel has not only the advantages of a metamodel based on any standard metametamodelling system with a well-developed suite of software tools, but also the advantage of a standard visualization. The visualization is a concrete syntax used to edit and render the abstract structure of the system modelled, while the software tools use a different concrete syntax, namely the repository schemas. Models are interchanged as XML serializations using a different concrete syntax, namely XMI. And an implementer is free to represent the syntax in any way they like, so long as the resulting concrete syntax is formally equivalent to the abstract syntax. In other words, any concrete syntax must be formally equivalent to the concrete syntax in which the system is specified.
2.3
Why not UML?
An ontology is a kind of data model. The UML Class Diagram is a rich representation system, widely used, and well-supported with software tools. Why not use UML for representing ontologies?
One reason is that a UML Class Diagram is a specification for a system. It shows schemas, but does not necessarily fully specify instances. Even if instances are fully specified, it is not common to represent a large population of concrete instances. We know that the shared worlds modeled with ontologies contain instances as well as schemas, for example the periodic table of the elements includes classes like rare earths and noble gasses, but also individuals like hydrogen and helium. UML is intended to be used with some sort of implementation, like an SQL database manager, which completes the specification of the instances, and represents and stores the concrete populations.
Further, a UML Class Diagram is generally used by the software engineers building a system as part of the design specification. It can be a component of a computer-aided software engineering tool which can automatically generate implementations. But class diagrams are not intended for public use, to be combined as components in larger ontologies, or to be used at run-time. It is of course possible to adapt UML to these purposes, but they are not part of its design.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, an ontology by definition is intended to be reused, or to have multiple implementations across applications. While reuse is also an important aspect of the OMG's Model Driven Architecture methodology, in the case of an ontology, the ability to unambiguously interpret the definitions and axioms expressed is essential to enabling automated reasoning. There must be some way of verifying that two implementations committed to a single ontology are logically consistent with one another. Common Logic and OWL enable this by having a formal semantics expressed as a model theory. Two implementations which generate the same objects by definition agree. UML does not at present have a published model theory or proof theory that would enable such automated validation or reasoning processes.
So this is why the OMG called for development of an ontology development metamodel distinct from UML.
The Ontology Development Metamodel
A trigger for the call for development of an ODM was the development by the WorldWide Web Consortium of the Web Ontology Language OWL. OWL has a number of features which emphasize weaknesses in UML for ontology development, including • The ability to fully specify individuals apart from classes, and for individuals to have properties independently of any class they might be an instance of.
• The OWL property is much more flexible than the UML association. In particular it can be used to model complex mereotopological relationships and hence complex objects.
• OWL Full allows classes to have instances which are themselves classes.
But there are other language development efforts in the ontology space, including in particular the International Standards Organization (ISO) projects Topic Maps and Common Logic (CL). Topic Maps is a metalanguage designed to express the "aboutness" of an information structure with key model elements topic and association. Common Logic is a syntax for the first order predicate calculus, seen as a successor to KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format).
Furthermore, organizations developing ontologies will often build on legacy data models represented in UML or one of the dialects of Entity-Relationship (ER) Modelling, even if the development is carried on in one of the newer metamodels.
Since there are so many metamodels which a developer might need to take into account in an ontology project, the ODM group decided that it would not be sufficient to develop a metamodel for OWL only, but instead to develop a suite of MOF metamodels, for RDFS/OWL, Topic Maps, and CL. UML of course already has a MOF metamodel.
The different metamodels express a concept quite differently. To show this difference, we will use a simple running example, illustrated in Figure 2 as a UML model, of a simple model which might be a fragment of a University teaching ontology, namely that students enrol in courses. One of the advantages of UML, and hence the MOF, is that there is a well-established relationship between UML Class diagrams and database schemas, implemented by many more-or-less automatic tools. This relationship allows a first cut at a repository for any of the metamodels in the ODM. We will use the example in Figure 2 represented as repository table populations to show how the various metamodels work.
A class in UML is a set of instances. The set of instances associated at a particular time with a class is called the class' extent. An instance consists of a set of slots each of which contains a value drawn from the type of the property of the slot. A type is a computer-representable set which is the value set for an attribute function (ownedAttribute). The instance is associated with one or more classifiers. Sample instances of the classes and associations (classifiers) of Figure 2 are shown in Table 1 .
The properties in the model are code, title and NumEnrolled owned by Course and ID, name owned by Student. Table 1 Sample instances of classifiers of Figure 2 a Course But the implementation of a classifier is not fully constrained. For example, an equally valid instance of Course would be the name INFS3101, if it were decided that that name would identify an instance of the class. The remainder of the slots could be filled dynamically from other properties of the class.
RDF/OWL Metamodel
OWL is developed by the W3C as a specialization of RDFS, which is an extension to RDF. The OWL metamodel therefore includes concepts from RDFS and RDF. A fragment of the OWL metamodel is illustrated in Figure 3 . OWL classes are RDFS classes, and OWL properties are RDF properties. The subclass and subproperty relationships in OWL are inherited from RDFS.
Note that in Figure 3 Individual is shown as a subclass of RDFSResource, so that the extent of Individual is a set of instances of RDFSResource. OWLClass is also a subclass of RDFSResource. An instance of OWLClass is a single class, so classes are also resources. This way of modelling makes it easy for example to distinguish OWL DL from OWL Full by constraining Individual to be disjoint from Property and OWLCLass. Note also that the two kinds of property are modelled by subclassing, and that EnumeratedClass and OWLRestriction are subclasses of OWLClass. There are of course other restrictions in OWL besides the cardinality restriction shown, and other kinds of classes.
Comparing the fragment of RDFS/OWL in Figure 3 with Figure 1 interpreted as a fragment of UML, we see that each has an element Class. The two model very similar concepts. But in OWL, the subclass and subproperty associations are defined separately (in the W3C standard, they are in fact defined identically but separately), whereas in UML, both subclass and subassociation are inherited from the generalization meta-association with their common meta-superclass Classifier.
The comparison also shows that OWL has one relationship between classes, namely Property, while UML has two, namely Association and ownedAttribute. (In Figure 1 , a Class is a Type, and a Property is a representation associated with a Type via the meta-association type. So an Association is a relationship between two instances of Type, and ownedAttribute is a relationship between an instance of Class, hence one instance of Type, and another.) Note that the concept of Property in UML is not at all the same as the concept of Property in OWL. This shows an advantage of MOF metamodels -the MOF visualisation provides a dense notation which leverages the common metametamodel (ie MOF) and makes moderate scale comparisons easier.
Our University teaching ontology fragment of Figure 2 is represented in tables from the default repository for OWL in Table 2 .
Note that unlike UML, OWL does not distinguish between a class and its representation, so what are classes in OWL are properties in UML, not directly classes. (Recall that a property in UML is a computer-representable type, the target of ownedAttbibute, ownedEnd and memberEnd meta-associations, a very different kind of thing from an OWL property. See Figure 1 .) All the instances in the ontology are shown in Table 2 as the domain of a property or the range of an objectProperty. There is a significant impedance mismatch between the MOF and RDFS/OWL. For example, the diagram in Figure 3 Of course the semantics of the built-in resources of RDF, RDFS and OWL are defined. But they are defined outside RDF, by textual means in [12] . The textual means in m calculus.
The impedance mismatch problem can be overcome to a large degree by adding MOF Class model constraints expressed in the UML constraint language OCL asserting the existence of pa their structural constraints.
The MOF metamodel expressed in Class models with constraints goes much of the way towards specifying the detailed structure of RDFS and OWL, but is incomplete in a key way. In the MOF there is no way to formally state that for example the inst "RDFS:Resource" is the same thing as the metaclass RDFSResource spec ed in the text a
Topic Maps
Topic Maps is under development as an ISO standard designed to express the "aboutness" of information resources. It is conceptually based on the metaphor of the index in the back of a book. Fragments of the ODM MOF metamodel for Topic Maps are shown in Figures 4 and 5 . At present, the ODM Topic Maps metamodel foll closely the UML diagrams in the ISO Topic Maps Data Model (TMDM) [13] .
The central concept in Topic Maps is the Topic, which is a textual statement of what some subject is about, analogous to an index entry in a book. The subject can be a computer-accessible thing, accessed by a Locator (a URI), or something outside the computing enviroment, like "Australia" or "the idea of topic maps". Topics can be linked together in n-ary Associations via AssociationRoles. An occurrence of a to is some resource which that topic is about, either the resource itself or a URI. A Google search on the topic "Australia" generates 63,500,000 references, most of which are occurre engine results).
Name, Variant, occurrence and association roles are subordinate constructs. Large scale organization is given by the grouping of Topic and Association into a Topic Map. Any construct other than Topic can itself be the subject of a topic (reification).
Associations, association roles and occurrences are all individual-level constructs. They are organized into something like OWL properties by the requirement that eac of them be associated with a topic as its type ( Figure 5 ). A structure ana d But topics themselves are not necessarily organized into class/instance relationships, even to the loose extent of OWL, where owl:Thing is a class whose extent is all individuals. There is a mechanism for representing class/instance relationships using a specific instance of Association, as shown in the MOF instances diagram of Figure 6 , where some topics can be regarded as types having other topics as instances. There is another specific instance of Association specifying a subtype/supertype relationship, as shown in Figure 7 . Compared with OWL, Topic Maps have a much richer structure of classes and a correspondingly poorer structure of properties. A model expressed as a Topic Map would have instances of Topic, the various kinds of subordinate constructs, and Association, all of which would be most naturally expressed in OWL as instances of Class. But a Class in OWL is a simple construct, while a Topic is a complex construct with parts (see Figure 4) . So the meta-associations in the Topic Maps metamodel would be represented in OWL as properties.
Our University teaching ontology fragment of Figure 2 would be represented in a default repository for Topic maps as in Table 3 . Topic and association instances are identified by OIDs. Notice that the structure of the ontology is given almost entirely by links among topics. Notice also that Association Role and Parent in the Topics table do not contain enough information to know which student is enrolled in which course. The Associations table is needed for that purpose. 
Common Logic
Common Logic (CL) is a syntax for the first-order predicate calculus. A fragment of a MOF metamodel for CL is shown in Figure 8 . The native metamodel for CL is EBNF, so the representation in the MOF is fairly straightforward.
The basic construct in CL is a term. Terms can be AtomicSentences which have a predicate and 0 or more arguments, FunctionalTerms, also with arguments, or LogicalNames. A term can be commented. Our University teaching ontology fragment is represented in the default repository for CL in Table 4 . Notice that there is only one metamodel construct, the AtomicSentence.
The representation does not show the unary type predicates, which would in practice often be omitted. Sentences of course can have more than one atom, together with quantifications, negation and so on. The repository for more complex sentences would look very similar to table 4, with additional columns for sentence ID and so on. Atoms would be identified relatively within a sentence rather than absolutely as in table 4. But atomic sentences are very common, so there is a case for implementing them specially.
The subclass relationship in UML or OWL would be represented in CL as a two-atom sentence with a connector implication. But not all binary implications, even if both atoms have the same arity, represent subclass relationships.
General structure of metamodels
We have looked at the detailed structure of the metamodels, but have not discussed their larger scale structure. If we think about a model instance stored in a repository, the metamodel must do two things: supply identifiers to distinguish instances of the various metaclasses, and to collect the various parts of a model instance into a single whole.
MOF metamodels often supply an identifier from a single (or possibly a few) most general classes. For example, the diagram in Figure 4 has a most general class TopicMapConstruct, which supplies an identifier which can be used in a repository to distinguish the various objects in a topic map instance. The OWL metamodel has a similar construct. In Figure 3 , the most general class is RDFSResource, which supplies the identifier URI.
In contrast, UML and CL do not specify identifiers in their metamodels. Instead, they get their object identifiers from the MOF, which specifies an object identifier for instances of MOF metaclasses. An instance of one of the ODM metamodels gets its object identifiers from the metaclasses in the MOF instances model. To show these structures takes us too far afield from the present paper.
The ODM metamodels all collect the parts of a model instance into a single whole using similar mechanisms. UML has a construct Package, which has a one-to-many association with a general metaclass PackageableElement. All the metaclasses are subclasses of PackageableElement, so inherit the link to an instance of Package. Topic Maps has a similar system, as shown in Figure 4 . The packaging construct is TopicMap, having a one-to-many association with both Topic and Association. The other topic map constructs are all linked to either a topic or association by a many-toone association, so a link to the packaging construct can be derived. Common Logic also has a similar structure, Module in Figure 8 .
In OWL, the packaging construct is the metaclass OWLOntology. Although the metaclass OWLOntology supports the OWL ontology properties like owl:imports, it is not limited to the semantics of owl:Ontology, but is the packaging construct "Ontology" as described in [9] .
If the packaging worked like the other metamodels, there would be a meta-association includes from OWLOntology to RDFSResource, so that one could navigate from an ontology instance to the objects contained in it, and from an object to the ontology containing it. This is not possible in the OWL metamodel, since the objects metaclass RDFSResource is interpreted as being things in the world that an ontology could represent. So although it would be possible to navigate from OWLOntology to RDFSResource, the opposite is not navigable. Given an instance of RDFSResource, it is in principle not possible to link to the instances of Ontology that might include it. This is in much the same spirit that a web site knows which sites it links to but not the sites linking to it. This is actually an artifact of modelling OWL as a specialization of RDFS. Even though a resource is not attached to an ontology, an instance of one of the OWL metaclasses is. A resource can be an instance of Individual in one ontology, OWLClass in another and Property in a third. In OWL DL, these three metaclasses are pairwise disjoint. OWL metaclass is not an essential property of a resource, but depends on the ontology referring to it.
So taking advantage of the fact that in OWL Full, OWLClass and Property are subclasses of Individual, we can introduce an abstract superclass Universe and a meta-association UniverseForOntology with Ontology which is navigable in both directions. This structure functions like Package in UML.
Profiles and Mappings

The need for translation
The various metamodels in the ODM are all treated equally, in that they all have freestanding metamodels. It is not necessary to know about any of the others to understand any one.
However, in an ontology development project it might be necessary to use several of the metamodels, and to represent a given fragment of the ontology in more than one. For example, consider a large e-commerce exchange project. The developers might choose to represent the ontology specifying the shared world governing the exchange in OWL. But the exchange might have evolved from a single large company's electronic procurement system (as was the case for example with the General Electric Global Exchange Service [10] ). The original procurement system might have been designed using UML, so that it would be a significant saving in development cost to be able to translate the UML specification to OWL as a base for development of the ontology.
Once the exchange is operating, it will have possibly thousands of members, each of which will have its own information system performing a variety of tasks in addition to interoperating through the exchange. These systems are all autonomous, and the exchange has no interest in how they generate and interpret the messages they use to interoperate so long as they commit to the ontology. Let us assume that the various members have systems with data models in UML or dialects of the ER model.
A given member will need to subscribe to at least a fragment of the ontology and make sure its internal data model conforms to the fragment. It would therefore be an advantage to be able to translate a fragment of the ontology to UML or ER to facilitate the member making any changes to its internal operations necessary for it to commit to the ontology.
The ODM therefore needs to provide facilities for translating data model instances from one of the metamodels to another. There are two ways to do this: UML profiles and mappings.
UML profiles
UML has a facility called profile which does not translate from UML to another metamodel, but allows at least some of the features of the target metamodel to be represented as specializations, called stereotypes, of UML constructs. We can think of a profile as a sort of view. The main use of profiles is to allow a MOF metamodel of a system other than UML to make use of UML visualization conventions, and of the software used to visualize UML models.
OWL is similar to UML in that both are based largely on the mathematical theory of sets and relations. So that the metaclass OWLClass and its subclasses OWLRestriction etc. as shown in the OWL metamodel of Figure 3 are semantically similar to the metaclass Class in the UML metamodel of Figure 1 . The profile mechanism allows the OWL metamodel class-like constructs to be treated as specializations of Class. Further, the metaclasses OWLObjectProperty and OWLDatatypeProperty of Figure 3 are semantically similar respectively to the metaclasses Association and Property of Figure 1 .
For example, suppose we have an OWL model of a fragment of an airline ontology, including the classes Flight and City. Flight and City are the domains respectively of the datatype properties flightID and cityName, both of which are of type xsd:string, and Flight is the domain of a datatype property departs, of type xsd:time. There are two object properties from and to, both with domain Flight and range City. We can use the UML profile for OWL to visualize our fragment using UML conventions, as shown in Figure 9 . The stereotypes are represented as the OWL metaclass names enclosed in "<<…>>". OWL and UML are semantically similar, so there are not too many constructs that cannot be adequately profiled. But Topic Maps are quite different. In particular, the metaclass Topic of Figure 5 has some instances which are interpreted as sets, others which are interpreted as members of sets, and still others which are neither, depending on whether or not they participate in the associations of Figure 6 and 7. Only those instances of Topic which are linked to instances of AssociationRole of type a Topic with name "tmcore:type", "tmcore:subtype" or "tmcore:supertype" have the semantics of UML Class. Therefore, in the ODM UML profile of Topic Maps, the stereotype <<Topic>> of Class can be used to model only a subset of instances of Topic.
More radically, the metaclass Association in Topic Maps has as instances atomic objects. Relationships among topics are modelled not by instances of Association alone, but by complexes of instances of Association and instances of AssociationRole. So it does not make sense to model Association in the UML profile for Topic Maps by stereotyping the UML construct Association. Rather, every instance of the Topic Map construct Association is linked to an instance of Topic which is its type. So the ODM UML profile of Topic Maps includes a stereotype <<Association>> of Class which models instances of Topic which are types of instances of Association in Topic Maps.
Instances of AssociationRole are similarly instance-level constructs, linking an instance of Topic with an instance of Association. But every instance of AssociationRole is linked to an instance of Topic which is its type. So the ODM UML profile of Topic Maps includes a stereotype <<AssociationRole>> of the UML construct Association, which models instances of Topic which are types of instances of AssociationRole.
In this way a model instance of Topic Map can be represented more or less adequately by a population of the UML profile for Topic Maps, but the structure of the profiled model is quite different from that of the Topic Map original. In particular, if a Topic Map model instance is created to represent something like a book index, where the topics do not have a type/instance structure, a UML profile may not be a suitable representation.
Besides UML visualization tools like Rational Rose [11] , other tools producing XML serializations or Java APIs support profiles, so can be made use of.
Mappings
Working with multiple metamodels will often require a model element by model element translation of model instances from one metamodel to another. We have seen that UML profiling is not exactly a mapping, although one could map aspects of say an OWL model to a UML profile for OWL.
Mappings are of much broader interest in the OMG than just the ODM, so much so that there is a parallel RFP in the OMG called QVT (Query/View/Transform) which promises to provide a standardized MOF-based platform for mapping instances of MOF metamodels from one metamodel to another [7] . The mappings in the ODM will be specified in QVT.
The ODM RFP calls for normative mappings (if a mapping is normative, then any implementation to be compliant must follow these mappings). However, in developing the mappings for the various ODM languages, the team concluded that the mappings we specify cannot in practice be normative.
For example, there are two different ways to map N-ary associations from UML to OWL, depending on whether we take OWL Full or OWL DL as target. OWL has a mandatory universal superclass (owl:Thing) which can map to a universal superclass in UML, but this is contrary to normal practice in UML modelling. A particular project might analyse the uses of universal properties in the OWL source model and choose to declare a number of more general but not universal superclasses in the UML target.
In the W3C Semantic Web Best Practices working report on Topic Map mappings [15] , the point is made several times that there are different ways to map particular structures, and that each way has its advantages and disadvantages. In any particular project, design decisions will be taken in favor of advantages and against disadvantages so different projects will map in different ways.
There are several kinds of problems. One we can call structure conflation, where two constructs in one system map to a single construct in the other. In this case, a generalpurpose mapping doesn't round trip. UML binary associations and class-valued attributes map to OWL properties, for example. In topic maps, three different kinds of identifier map to one kind in OWL.
But there is nothing to stop a particular project from specifying naming conventions so there is a record in the target of what construct the source was, and from maintaining that convention in subsequent development.
A second kind of problem we will call structure loss. Here a complex construct is mapped to a collection of simpler constructs. There is insufficient information in the target metamodel for a general mapping to map collections of simple constructs to complex constructs in the source metamodel. Examples here are UML N-ary associations and association classes, which get mapped to a class and a collection of properties in OWL DL. In Topic Maps, the Association construct is typed itself and has N typed roles. The association maps to a class and the typed roles to properties. It is in general impossible to reliably map the reverse.
But again, there is nothing to stop a particular project from using naming conventions or annotations to retain a memory of the structure, and maintaining those conventions in subsequent maintenance so as to be able to reverse map.
Alternatively, a TM project could decide to limit itself to binary associations, making possible mapping associations directly to properties in that particular case.
The third kind of problem we will call trapdoor mappings, where a kind of construct in the source is mapped to a very specific arrangement of a general structure in the target. The analogy is with cryptography, where the encryption function takes any plaintext into an encrypted text, but almost no encrypted texts map back to plaintexts.
In topic maps, this occurs with the mapping of scope and variant names to specific properties in OWL identified with TM URIs. OWL properties map to TM associations with specific roles named with OWL URIs. Unless the source for a reverse mapping happened to maintain these conventions, it would be impossible to reverse in a sensible way.
A fourth kind of problem stems from what we will call feature lack, that the target metamodel lacks a feature present in the source. In this case there is no apparent general way to map the feature from the source. But in a particular project the feature may for example be used in a particular way leading to a mapping to target features particularized by naming conventions. OWL restriction classes relative to UML or Topic Map are of this kind.
The fifth kind of problem is what we will call incompatible structural principles. The different metamodels are organized very differently. UML is organized around classes, with instances as subordinate objects. OWL has both classes and individuals typed only by a universal superclass. In Topic Maps, a Topic instance can be either typed or not. But a particular project might use a particular discipline in its use of these structures leading to mappings not otherwise feasible.
In practice, the mappings provided in the ODM can be useful, though. First, they show feasibility of one set of design choices for the mappings, providing a baseline from which a particular project can vary. Second, they bring clearly to the fore the detailed relationships among the metamodels. These relationships can help those who understand one of the target languages to come to an understanding of the others. UML, RDFS/OWL, and TM are quite different from each other, while CL has far greater functionality than any of the others.
So although normative mappings are not feasible, we argue that the mappings presented have strong informative value.
The mapping strategy in the ODM is illustrated in Figure 10 . Note that there will be mappings from each metamodel to and from OWL Full, except for CL for which there is only a mapping from OWL Full. 
4.4
Mapping CL CL is much more expressive than the other metamodels. It is therefore much more difficult to map a model instance from CL into one of the other metamodels. The ODM intends CL to be used to implement predicates which cannot be expressed in the other less-expressive metamodels. It is intended that a predicate be specified in a primary metamodel, in particular OWL, and implemented in CL.
One way to do this is for the relevant elements of the model instance expressed in the primary metamodel to be mapped into CL. So only a uni-directional mapping from OWL to CL will be included. It is possible to specify a subclass of property in OWL which is a predicate (a functional property whose range is the enumerated set {true, false}, for example). Instances of predicate can be implemented in CL.
When an instance of predicate is encountered by an OWL reasoner, the reasoner could execute the associated OWL to CL mapping, then call an CL engine to evaluate the predicate. This would be a fairly straightforward way to extend the functionality of OWL using the ODM.
Interaction of profiles and mappings
Profiles and mappings are related. Consider these cases:
• We use a MOF tool to develop an OWL ontology, which is then serialized using the XML markup XMI defined for the MOF. In this case we use the ODM OWL MOF model alone, and don't need mapping nor profile.
• We have a native UML model which we want to serialize as OWL XMI (using OWL-derived markups). In this case we use both the MOF UML and MOF OWL metamodels, together with the UML -> OWL mapping, but no profile.
• We have an OWL-profiled UML model to be serialized as OWL XMI. Here we use the ODM OWL MOF model and the UML2 MOF model with the UML2 -> OWL mapping and information from the ODM OWL profile for UML.
These three are all useful and plausible scenarios. The third would be a more complete OWL model using UML notation than the second, while the first doesn't care about UML at all.
Further, if profiles are being used the modeller might want to use UML notation to create and visualize an ontology (say in OWL). This implies that two MOF models are required, one for UML and the other for OWL. The mapping UML -> OWL is required, because without application of a mapping the final result would be UML XMI rather than OWL XMI.
Extendibility
There is an enormous variety of kinds of application for ontologies. An analysis was made in an early phase of the ODM project, which has been published in detail elsewhere [6] . They can be used at design time only or at both design and run time. They can be schemas only or involve both schemas and instances. Their structure can be imposed from outside their domain or can emerge from the activities of interoperating parties. And so on.
Many of these kinds of application have special requirements which are common to many application instances but which are not at all universal. The ODM project has limited its efforts to the most general structural issues.
However, in practice one can envisage particular extensions to the general structures which support significant numbers of application instances, which would be published by third parties outside the OMG ODM process but which would be consistent with the ODM, in much the same way as the Dublin Core metadata standard is published as an RDFS namespace.
MOF models have a structural unit called a package which is used to divide them into modules so that one model can import packages from others, then perhaps specialize them. Figure 1 is an example of this, showing a fragment of a package from the UML2.0 Infrastructure which is imported into the MOF2.0 metamodel and then specialized. So anyone wishing to develop specific facilities for specific applications can publish them as packages which reuse model elements from the ODM, but provide additional elements.
We will illustrate this facility with three examples, all of which use model elements from OWL packages so are seen as extending OWL. The examples are respectively of metaclass taxonomies, semantic domain instance models, and n-ary associations.
Metaclass taxonomy
The first example, shown in Figure 11 , that of a metaclass taxonomy, extends OWLClass with the distinction between countable and bulk classes as advocated by Guarino and Welty [4] . A countable class has an extent consisting of identifiable individuals while a bulk class is a sort of amorphous mass like length measured in metres or value measured in Euros. In a model instance, classes would be instances of one of the specialized subclasses rather than of the more general OWLClass.
OWLClass (from OWL)
CountableClass BulkClass Figure 11 Countable/Bulk Package extending OWL This same approach can be used with other taxonomies of metaclasses, for example the taxonomy of endurants and perdurants proposed in the DOLCE system [3] .
It is possible to develop these packages as extensions to one of the metamodels, in this case OWL, then use the ODM mapping facilities to migrate it to any of the other metamodels. Note that all of the metamodels supported by the ODM permit multiple inheritance, so that several such extensions can be used simultaneously.
Semantic domain models
A feature of OWL is that properties are by default defined globally, with range and domain both Thing. This makes it possible to represent mereological relationships as instances of property. Instances of metaclasses can be modelled using semantic domain models, a facility of MOF 2.0. For example, Figure 12 defines a version of isPartOf which is transitive, every part belongs to at least one whole (and by transitivity to all the wholes up the chain), and a part cannot exist without its corresponding whole. This kind of part-of relation could be suitable for modelling say the Olympic family. An athlete is part of an event (if a competitor), an event is part of a sporting program, a sporting program is part of the Olympics of a given Olympiad, and anyone who competes in any event in any program in any Olympics is a part of the Olympic family. But an Olympics cannot exist without at least one program, a program must have at least one event, and an event at least one competitor. There are a large number of varieties of mereotopological relationships [16] . They could be catalogued and published as a package, perhaps with specialized software.
N-ary associations
A key aspect of the OntoClean methodology [5] is the concept of a metaproperty. For example, a property has the metaproperty essential with respect to a class if being an instance of that class determines the value of the property. Besides essential, the metaproperties include rigid, identity and unity. A property with respect to a class can necessarily, necessarily not or not necessarily have a given metaproperty. A natural way to model metaproperties is as quaternary associations. Figure 13 extends the OWL metamodel. Note that the metaproperty is modelled as a subclass of OWLClass. This can facilitate mapping from OWL to an n-ary association or equivalent in another metamodel. Note also the enumerations, which are instances of the MOF element type. 
Discussion
In this paper we have argued for a MOF-based metamodel for ontology developments, but that not one but several different systems needed to be included: RDFS/OWL, Topic Maps, Common Logic, as well as UML. These metamodels are tied together with UML profiles and metamodel to metamodel mappings. Finally, the package structure of the MOF makes it simple for third parties to publish extensions to the ODM for specialized purposes.
Lessons learned from the exercise include:
• Representation of multiple models in the same metalanguage makes detailed comparisons easier • The different systems modelled are not formally equivalent. In fact, in some cases they are quite incompatible, making normative mappings not practical.
• UML profiles can be used to give a more-or-less adequate representation of the other systems, so can leverage the UML toolset for the other languages.
